## variable 'time' has been normalized to a scale of 0 to 1 for improving algorithm efficiency. ## candidate models for fitting M.set <-c(5, 10, 15) # M: the number of basis functions used for representing eigenfunctions. r.set <-c(2, 3) # r: the dimension of the process (number of nonzero eigenvalues).
## parameters for function: fpca.mle ini.method <-"EM" # the initial method for Newton. The EM algorithm is used. basis.method <-"bs" # specifies the basis functions. "bs": Cubic B-splines with equally spaced knots. sl.v <-rep(0.5,10) # specifies the step length for the first K steps, where K is the length of sl.v. max.step <-50 # the maximum number of iterations Newton will run. grid.l <-seq(0, 1, 0.01) # numeric vector ranging from 0 to 1, which specifies the grid used by the local linear method grids <-seq(0, 1, length = 32) # numeric vector ranging from 0 to 1, which specifies the grid used by EM and Newton.
## fit candidate models by function: fpca.mle result <-fpca.mle (data.use, M.set, r.set, ini.method, basis.method, sl.v, max.step, grid.l, grids) ## rescaled grid grids.new <-result$grid ## model selection result: the true model (M, r) is selected with the smallest CV score among all converged models
## derive fpc scores muest <-result$fitted_mean evilest <-result$eigenvalues sig2est <-result$error_var eigenfest <-result$eigenfunctions # fpc scores fpcs <-fpca.score (data.use, grids.new, muest, evalest, eigenfest, sig2est, r) 
